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We examine whether economic growth is generated endoge- 
nously or exogenously, and estimute the externality effects due t o  
private and public capitul respectively. Applying a multivariate sto- 
chastic cointegrution method to US  dutu. we find that the evidence 
is utlfrrvourublr t o  the endogenous growth model with public infru- 
structure. The estimuted elusticity of output with respect to public 
capital is 0. I I ,  smaller tliun epicul vulues obtuined in single-eyuu- 
tion regression studies. On the other hund. if the share .f capi td  
income is tuken to be otie-third, then the spillover effect due t o  
privote capitul is positive but mu! be us low as 0.10. 

I Introduction 
In recent years, economic growth has become 

an active research topic again. Some theoretical 
endogenous growth models. such as Romer ( 1986, 
1990). Lucas (1988). Barro (1990) and Rebelo 
(1991), provide new insights about the determi- 
nants of the growth process without relying on 
exogenous and unexplained technological pro- 
gress. However, not all of these new growth 
models have been subject to rigorous empirical 
scrutiny. As an attempt to examine these models 
empirically, Lau and Sin (1997) apply the idea of 
stochastic cointegration to distinguish between the 
neoclassical growth model and Romer's (1986) 
model.' We find that while there is some weak 
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lFollowing the terminology in Ogaki and Park (1989) 
and Campbell and Perron ( 199 I ), the components of a 
difference-stationary multivariate time series are said to 
be deterministically cointegrated if a linear combination 
of the components is stationary. but only stochastically 
cointegnted if  a linear combination is stationary around 

evidence supporting the Romer model, further 
investigation about the missing uni t  root processes 
in the production technology is needed to under- 
stand the mechanics of economic growth. 

This paper extends our previous work by dis- 
aggregating physical capital into private and 
public components and attributing different func- 
tions to each component. At 1989, the stock of 
nonmilitary government capital was more than 40 
per cent of non-residential private capital in the 
US. One would expect on a priori grounds that 
differentiating these two components may better 
explain the growth process. Moreover, the poten- 
tially important growth-enhancing role of public 
spending has been discussed in the theoretical 
work of Barro (1990) and Glomm and Ravikumar 
(1994). In this paper, we examine the importance 
of public infrastructure in the growth process of 
the US from 1925 to 1989 under the maintained 

a linear time trend (i.e. trend stationary in the termi- 
nology of Nelson and Plosser 1982). The definition of 
cointegration used in Engle and Granger's (1987) 
seminal paper is deterministic cointegration. 
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assumption that output is affected by private 
capital and labour inputs, public capital, and pos- 
sibly exogenous technological progress. 

By studying the importance of public capital 
in the aggregate production technology, the anal- 
ysis of this paper also contributes to the meth- 
odological aspects of the socalled ‘public 
infrastructure debate’. Starting with a controver- 
sial paper of Aschauer (1989), many studies 
examine empirically how imponant the supply- 
side role of public expenditure is. Aschauer 
(1989) uses US time-series data from 1949 to 
1985 and obtains point estimates of the elasticity 
of output with respect to public capital of about 
0.4. He further suggests the importance of public 
capital in explaining the productivity slowdown 
of the seventies and the eighties. While it is com- 
monly agreed that Aschauer has made a contri- 
bution in drawing attention to an important factor 
long overlooked in many economic studies, the 
huge magnitude of the estimated elasticity of 
output with respect to public capital as well as 
the methodology used dmw considerable skep- 
ticism and criticism. 

Munnell (1992) summarizes the early literature 
on the public infrastructure debate and points out 
three major questions mentioned by the critics. 
First, most of the early work relies on single-equa- 
tion regression of aggregate time-series data 
without paying enough attention to the issue of 
possible unit toots usually found in economic 
series. Therefore, the estimated correlations may 
perhaps be ‘spurious’? Second, since the varia- 
bles of these regression studies arc likely to be 
jointly endogenous, reverse causation may be 
present. It is just as possible for output growth to 
cause an increase in public infrastructure as for 
more public infrastructure to cause productivity 
improvement and output growth.3 Third, the esti- 
mation results arc regarded by some critics as 
fragile since the magnitude of the estimated elas- 
ticity of output with respect to public capital 
varies dramatically across studies and tends to 
become smaller (and the statistical significance 

2Munnc11(1992) cites some early work to address the 
non-stationafity problem by firstdiffmncing the data. 
As the analysis in Section II shows, tintdifferencing is 
valid only for the special case that the variables am not 
cointepted. The empirical model in this paper allows 
for cointegration. non-stationarity but non-cointeption. 

31nvestigation of the fadback  effects has been con- 
sidered in. for example, Erenburg and Wohar (1995). 

as well as bmd stationarity. 

diminishes) as the geographic area decreases in 
size from the nation to states and cities! 

As the primary objective of this paper is to test 
the validity of aggregate growth models with public 
infrastructure, the methodology used in the current 
study is most appropriate for dealing with the first 
of the above criticisms regarding the public capital 
debate. Specifically, we are going to examine two 
related questions about time-series analysis in esti- 
mating aggregate production relationships involv- 
ing public capital: (a) what time-series method is 
appropriate in estimating the production technol- 
ogy? (b) how to interpret the estimatedcoefficients? 
For these two issues. we use both economic and 
econometric ideas as useful guides. 

The remaining parts of this paper are organized 
as follows. Section I1 derives the time-series prop- 
erties of individual variables and their relation- 
ships in a stochastic growth framework with 
externalities due to private and public capital. The 
next two sections present empirical evidence, with 
Section 111 focusing on the question of endoge- 
nous versus exogenous growth and Section IV 
emphasizing the estimated externality effects. 

I1 Srochastic Growth Models with Externalities 
in Public Infrastructure and Private Capitul 
The intertemporal, stochastic and optimizing 

framework presented in this section incorporates 
both endogenous and exogenous growth models 
with externalities in public infrastructure and 
private capital. Our purpose is not to construct a 
theoretical growth model per se. but to obtain 
useful implications of these growth models, which 
will be tested in subsequent sections. Since the 
main difference between endogenous and exoge- 
nous growth models lies in their long-run behav- 
iour, and since it is easier to contrast the 
time-series properties of these models when 
closed form solutions are available, several fea- 
tures of the models an simplified. These include 
the use of logarithmic utility function, Cobb- 
Douglas production function and complete depre- 
ciation in a period, see for example King et al. 
(1988, section 3 )  or Glomm and Ravikumar 
(1994. footnote 4). As long as we maintain the 
fundamental distinction of these growth models in 

‘As mentioned in Munncll (1992). this is actually a 
non-issue since one does not expect to capture all the 
externality effect due to public infrastNctun by looking 
at a small geographic area. For studies with disaggn- 
gated data. see Holtz-Eakin (1994) and the references 
cited in MunncH (1992). 
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terms of constant versus decreasing returns with 
respect to accumulable inputs (see Rebelo 1991, 
Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1995), relaxing the 
various standard simplifying assumptions only 
results i n  richer short-run dynamics but not in a 
change of the long-run behaviour, which is our 
focus. Therefore the use of simplifying assump- 
tions in the following illustrative examples facil- 
itates the derivation without causing incorrect 
long-run implications. Moreover, we will use a 
sufficiently rich statistical specification in the 
empirical analysis to allow for short-run dynamics 
in the data. 

The closed economy is populated by a large 
number, N, of identical agents and a govern- 
ment. A representative agent (household-firm) 
chooses a consumption path to maximize the 
expected value of a discounted stream of utility: 

where E,( ) is the expectation operator conditional 
on the information set at time 1, P E (0.1) is the 
discount factor, cj, is the consumption level of the 
agent j ( j  = I .  ....A') at time r .  Labour supply is 
assumed to be inelastic. 

At time r ,  the representative agent's production 
function is as follows: 

where 0 da, A. 0 C I .  3,. kjr and I j ,  are respec- 
tively the output, the capltal and_ labour inputs of 
the agent at time r,  and K, and S, are respectively 
the (congestion-adjusted) aggregate level of 
private and public capital available to all agents 
at time r. To incorporate both endogenous and 
exogenous growth models in one framework, it is 
useful to decompose the exogenous productivity 
impulse process into two components: the deter- 
ministic, trending component (1  + y)q' -O) and the 
stochastic, trendless component E 7. The determin- 
istic component represents labour-augmenting 
technological progress where the rate of techno- 
logical progress, y 2 0, is assumed to be exoge- 
nous. Since any possible trend growth in the 
productivity impulse process is captured by the 
deterministic term, the stochastic component, E 7 .  
is trendless but it is assumed that In E; may be 
I(0) or 41) without drift. 

This production function exhibits constant 

returns to scale with respect to the capital and 
labour inputs of a representative agent. Therefore, 
a competitive equilibrium exists with the pay- 
ments to all private inputs according to their mar- 
ginal products just exhausting the output. 
Furthermore, congestion-adjusted private capital 
and public infrastructure enter as external inputs 
in an individual agent's production function. The 
parameters k and 0 represent respectively the 
externality effect due to private and public capital. 
The general specification of (2) nests the case of 
I. > 0, 0 = 0 which is discussed in Romer (1986) 
and the k = 0. 0 > 0 case of Glomm and Ravik- 
umar (1994). In this paper, the congestion effect 
is modelled as: 

where 0 d I$ S I. and K, .  L. and S. are respec- 
tively the aggregate level of private capital and 
labour inputs, and public infrastructure at time f .  
Notice that the two exponents ($ and I - 9) in 
the denominator are restricted to sum to one; 
moreover. the specification of the congestion 
effect on both private and public capital is the 
same. The former specification is to prevent the 
presence of 'scale effect', and the latter is to 
impose some discipline for the empirical modeL5 
Two preferred values of the congestion parameter. 
I$. will be examined in more detail in Section IV. 
They are: (a) I$ = 0, which means that the extent 
of congestion is related to the size of population; 
and (b) I$ = a, which means that the congestion 
is due to the production process. 

Both private and public physical capital stock 
are assumed to depreciate fully in one period and 
to be affected by external impulses. Therefore, 
their equations of motion are given by: 

where 5, is investment of a representative agent 
at time r, G, is govfrnment ;pending on infrastruc- 
ture at t. and e , and E ,  are respectively the 

?kale effect is absent if per capita output depends 
on factor inputs in per capita terms only. In particular, 
under the assumption of identical technology, won* 
mies with the same per capita levels of factor inputs but 
different sizes (such as population or labour force, etc.) 
will have the same per capita output level; see Glomm 
and Ravikumar (1994. p. 1183) and Barn, and Sala-i- 
Martin (1995. section 4.3.5 and p. 157). 
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impulses to private and public capital. For con- 
venience, each of the productivity, private capital 
and public infrastructure impulses (in log) is mod- 
elled as a zero-mean first-order autoregressive sto- 
chastic process: 

lnej = ciInej-, + ui, (6) 

where i = P, K. S, 0 s ci s 1 and uf is a white 
noise process. This specification allows for a r i h  
choice of both “0) and drift-free 41) impulse 
processes. yet is simple enough to deliver an ana- 
lytical solution for the problem. Having a higher 
order autoregressive process simply leads to more 
state variables in the following dynamic prognm- 
ming problem, without affecting the results 
qualitatively. 

Following Barro (1990). it is assumed that gov- 
ernment spending is financed by a proportional 
income tax and the government budget is bal- 
anced every period. The government budget is 
given by: 

c, = ‘T Y, (7) 

where T E (0, I )  is the tax n te  and Y, is aggregate 
output at time f. Finally. the resource constraint of 
the economy is given by: 

where C, and I ,  are the aggregate level of con- 
sumption and investment at time f .  

At any period 1, the representative agent has to 
make a decision in allocating output between 
current consumption and investment for the 
future. In doing so, the agent takes public policies 
(the level of public infnstructure and tax me) and 
the aggregate level of factor inputs as given. The 
equilibrium of this economy can be obtained by 
solving an artificial planning problem6 First of 
all, the problem is re-defined in terms of the var- 
iables per efficiency unit (i.e. the variables divided 
by ( I  + y)‘) in order to handle the possible case 
that y > 0. Using a circumflex (-) to denote the 
variable per efficiency unit, it is straightforward 
to show that the representative household is m u -  
imizing an equivalent utility function: 

6Even though externalities as well as distortionary 
public expenditures and taxes are present and thus 
welfare theorems do not apply, the outcome of a com- 
petitive equilibrium given particular government poli- 
cies can still be found by the artificial planning 
problem; see Romer (1986, p. 1018) and Glomm and 
Ravikumar (1994. section 3). 

and similarly, the production function can be 
expressed as: 

-&-9 Ap LA-O 

where i, and f, are respectively the average level 
of private capital and public infrastructure per 
efficiency unit at time 1. 

The equilibrium of this economy is obtained by 
combining the agent’s dynamic optimization 
problem given the aggregate level of private and 
public capital, as well as the equilibrium (consis- 
tency) conditions equating respectively the aggre- 
gate private and public capital taken as given by 
an individual agent with the resulting level of 
private and public capital generated by the optimal 
decision rules of all the agents. In  particular, at 
equilibrium, 

Y;., = ~ia J t  K 1 s, E; = , *e”s,%; (2’) 

kjl = k,. (9) 

The derivation of the competitive equilibrium by 
using the method of dynamic programming is 
similar to that in Glomm and Ravikumar (1994) 
and is not presented. It is noted that under the 
assumptions of the logarithmic utility function. the 
Cobb-Douglas production function and 100 per 
cent depreciation within one period, a constant 
proportion of current output is used as investment 
at every period so as to achieve optimality. More- 
over, given the assumptions on tax structure and 
the balanced budget. a constant fraction of output 
is devoted to new infnstructure at every period. 
These special features simplify the following der- 
ivation of the integration and cointegntion prop 
erties of the variables. 

As our major concerns are the univariate time- 
series properties of the variables and their co- 
movements. the equilibrium equations of motion 
of this economy in terms of private and public 
capital are examined. After substitution. the fol- 
lowing equations are obtained: 

I n i l + l  = a1 + [ a  + 1 - ( ~ + 8 ) ~ ] 1 n i ,  

+ e in i ,  + In&;  + Ine:+l (10) 

( 1 1 )  I&,,, = a2 + [ a  + )C - ( I .  + 0)+11ni, 

+ e l n i ,  + lne; + IneS,, 

where u I  = In[pa(l  - T)A] - y and a2 = In 
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(rA) - y.' Equations ( 10) and ( I  I )  describe the 
evolution of private capital and public infrastruc- 
ture respectively in terms of lagged variables and 
the external impulses. This dynamic system can 
be solved to express each variable in terms of its 
own lags and the external impulses: 

( I  - [a  + (1 + 8)(1 - $)]B)(lnk, - yr) 

= ak + Blne,P+ (l-eB)Ine:+ 8Blnef ( 1 2 )  

( I  -[a + (1 + @ ( I  - $)]B)(lns, - yr) 
= a, + Blne,P+ [a + A -(A + 0 ~ 1 ~ 1 n e :  
+ ( I  - [a + 1 - (1 + 8>$lB)lnef (13) 

where k,  and s, are private and public capital per 
person, B is the backshift opentor (Blnk,= 

and ak=( l  - 8)al + Ba, and a,=[a + 
1 - (L + 8)+]al + ( I  - [a + 1 - (1 + 8) 
$1 )a2. Furthermore, substitution gives the equa- 
tion of motion for the log of output per person, 
Iny, as: 

( 1  - [a + (1 + @ ( I  - $)lB)(ln.v,-yr) 
= a + In&:+ [a+~- (k+e)$]  
h e ,  + 81nq' (14) 

where ar = ( I  - [a + (1 + 8)(1 - $ ) ] ) l n A  + 
[a + 1 - (1 + e ) $ ) a ,  + 8,: 

To derive meaningful restnctions on the p m -  
meters under the endogenous and exogenous 
growth models respectively, the following stylized 
facts about per capita variables arc used: [FI 1 each 
variable exhibits perpetual but non-explosive 
growth; [ F 2 ]  the order of integration of a variable 
(in log) is at most one; see for example Campbell 
and Perron (1991). 

First, consider the case of endogenous growth. 
In order to explain perpetual growth endoge- 
nously, the presence of exogenous technological 
progress is excluded. Therefore, y = 0. With no 
technological progress, it can be observed from 
(12) to (14) that when a + (1 + 8)( I - $)C 1, 
there will be no perpetual growth in per capita 
output, private capital or public infrastructure 
when the steady state growth path is reached. On 
the other hand. if a + (1 + 8)( 1 - $)> 1. then 
each of the series lny, Ink, and Ins, will be 
explosive with (average) growth rates increasing 
over time, contrary to the received wisdom in 
macroeconomics and growth. In order to satisfy 
[FI] and [F2], two conditions are needed: (a) a 

'Note that the term In(l+y) is approximated by y on 

2 

the assumption that y is small. 

+ (1 + 8)(1 - $) = 1 and (b) all three external 
impulse processes are 40). In this case, it can be 
observed that Iny, Ink, and Ins, are difference 
stationary. The intuition of perpetual growth in 
this model is that an investment in the private 
input has direct and indirect effects on output. 
Even though the direct effect via marginal product 
of capital is diminishing at the individual level, i t  
has an indirect effect since aggregate private and 
public capital increase (with the latter increases in 
response to a rise in output). When a + (A + 8) 
(1 - $) = 1. the increase in (congestion-adjusted) 
aggregate private and public capital augments the 
marginal product of capital of individual agents 
over time and keeps the economy growing per- 
petually and non-explosively even in the presence 
of diminishing marginal product of capital (a < 
1) for individual agents. 

Furthermore, it can easily be shown that there 
are two cointegnting relationships among these 
three difference stationary variables. One way to 
represent the cointegrating space is: Iny,- Ink, 
and Iny, - Ins, When a + (1 + 8)(1 - $1 = 
I ,  it can be derived from (12) to (14) that, 

Iny, - Ink, = consrant 
+ In&: - 81ne:+ (15) 

Iny, - Ins, = cornrunt + IneP 
5 ,  + ( I  - 8)lne:- ( I  - e)lne, (16) 

Equations (15) and (16) represent the (private 
and public) capital-output ratios (in log) along the 
steady state growth path. They are stationary since 
both the trend and the unit root components 
cancel. These two cointegrating relationships will 
be tested jointly in Section 111. They will be 
referred to as the strong form of the model. If the 
strong form of the model is rejected, we will test 
only the following cointegrating relationship: 

Iny, - ( 1  - 8) lnk ,  - O h ,  
= consrant + In&: (17) 

which is a linear combination of (15) and (16). 
and will be referred to as the weak form of the 
model. Such a test is motivated by the well-known 
result that perpetual growth can be generated 
endogenously if the production technology exhib- 
its constant returns with respect to accumulable 
factors (Rebelo 1991). In terms of the present 
model, the crucial condition for perpetual growth 
is a + (1 + €))(I - $) = I .  Equation (17) can 
alternatively (and more intuitively) be seen as 
deriving from the production relationship (2') of 



tho uggmgute economy under the condltlen for 
endogonous yteudy ntute growth, Thun in  tentlny 
the weak form of tho model, we ura cxumlniny 
whether the constunt retumn (with respect to 
reproducible fuciors) canditlon i n  vulid or not. 
Notlco thut in both the stmny und the wcuk farmu 
of the madel. the vuriubles ure dcterminlntleully 
cointcgrutcd, The deterministic cointeyrution 
(instcud of rtechaotlc cointeyrution) pwprty In u 
robust implicutlon of  the endoyenoun growth 
model since no exayenuus ymwth-generutiny 
element is present. 

Next, consider the cune of exogenous yrowth, 
When y > 0, It cun be shown fram (12) tu (14) 
thut In order to huvc p q x t u u l  und non-cxplonive 
yrawth generuted by exogenous technoloyicul 
proyrenrr only, the condition a C ( A  =t a)( I - $1 
< I in needed, On the other hund, the cxtcmul 
lmpulne prwennes cun be I ( ( ) )  or I (  I ) ,  The variu. 
blen Iny,, I n k ,  and In,v, will be difference ntutlon. 
ury i f  ut lcust one externul impulse pwccss In I (  I ) ,  
und trend vtutiunury if ull three lmpulne PN)CCNWN 
ure l (0) .  Contrury to the andopenoun growth 
model, lony-run yrawth In thin CUM Is generuled 
by the exogenous kchnulcryicul prciyrenn (y), but 
not by the uccurnulutitrn of repwducihle Inputs. 

In the uppendlx, the precise cointeyrutlny rela- 
tionships under dlt't'erent ussumplions of tho extcr- 
nu1 Impulses ure yivcn when indlvlduul observed 
variublen ure I (  I ) .  Stochustic cointeyrution is 
present in some cunen, contrury to the cune of 
endoyenous yrawth In which anly dcterminlntic 
colnteyrution Is present. Moreover, the number of 
colntcyrutlng vectors in un exogenous growth 
model depends on the number of unobserved I( I) 
lmpulscs. In the next two seetlons, we will use the 
above infarmatian to derive u pmedure to test 
endogenous growth aguinw exogenous growth, us 
well ws to provide lntelpretutlon of the estlmuted 
eacff'lcicnts. 

111 ~lltk~Jgtllt)U,V or  f i t )#@tl t )us Gniwth: Evk/t?rtrr 
Bsrod an Stochtistlc C%ltltegrtirlon 

We use the results of Seetion I I  to guide our 
emplrleal nnulysls, Flrst, the above unulysis sug- 
gests that the vnrlous vurlubles nm interdependent; 
thenfore, n multlvuriuter stutlstleul frumework 
cupturlng this Intordependence will be employed. 
Second, the varlubles muy be I (  I) Individually and 
eointegrnted; thus, colntegretion unulysis Is uppro- 
prlute. Specitleully, rtoehartic colntegrutlon tests 
instsod of dererrninlstle colntegrutlon tests will be 
used since linear eombinutions of the vuriublen 

muy be trend ntutlonury ruther thun purely station= 
ury under some elrcumntuncen, In  the following 
unulysls, we upply the multlvuriute ntochuntic 
colntegrurion tests at' Jshunnen ( 1904) to u vector 
uutorcyrennion (VAR)  system of I nv,, Ink,, Ins, 
und u linear time trend, which enctimpunsrn both 
endoyenoun und exeyenoun ywwth models with 
pub I ic in  frustructu re I 

The empiricul unulysiw fucunca on the unnuul 
US dutu from 1925 la 1989, The dutu on red BNP 
und populutlon ure obtuined from the Etwrronrlc 
Report c,$r/tr P r r d r l e ~  I 199 I und H/storkiiI Stir= 

1970, whereus the dutu on constunt-price# net 
ntuck of fixed non=rcnidcntiul privute cupitul und 
government-owned non=militury tlxed cupitul ure 
obtuincd from the Survqv r# Crrrrrrrt Hidr i t 'ss 
(Junuury 1986: September 1991), We use tinre 
ncricn stuniny us eurly un ponnible becuune i n  
tentiny long-run rclutionshipn, it  i n  more iniprnunt 
to huve u longer spun of dutu ruther thun morc 
t'requently nunipled obwvutitrnn ot' nhtrncr npnn: 
nee Skillrr und Bcrron (IOHJ) und Hukkio und 
Runh ( I00 I ) ,  

The Juhunm'u ( I9H#, 190 I ,  I 994) upprouch 
unnumcs u VAR of u tinlte order, It' the dutu yen- 
erutiny pwcenn In u VAR, the thcorcticul rcnultn 
of Phillips ( I09 I ) nhrrw thut the rntimutcn urc 
unymptoticully efliclent while [he Monte Curlo 
ntudies of Gonxulo (I9OJ) concludr [hut thin 
uppwuch autperfurmn its ulternutivcn for smull 
sumples, I t  is unrumed thut the vector of vuriublen 
X, follown u VAR prucena with cl  luy terma und 
with Independent Guursiun emr ptscenncn. Since 
we ure lnterented In the phrnomenun or ntachustic 
cainteyrutlon, the method In Johunncn ( 19Ll8, 
1991) hun to be modified. Spccif'lcully, the reaid- 
uuls R,,U = O,d, ~9 defined in Jahunrcn (19411, 
urn obtulned lp u dlffelpnt wuy. Define %(), A 
X , % , ,  
Then Ro1, Is the residual when we reyrens %or on 
Z1,, while Rdr Is obtained by uppcnding the 
demeuned time trend [ ( I  - d )  - (7 - d)/2l to 
the reeiduul of the regrenaion equution of a,,, on 
Z,, where T Is the sumple size. A11 other steps und 
the crltleul vuluer of the limiting distributions urc  
then udjusted uecadingly. For the dutu we study, 
the vector X ,  la (I ny,, Ink,, 1 w,)' und the order ot' 
the VAR is ehazlcn to bc two uccordiny to the 
Schwun Informution Criterion, 

Bused on the nnulysin of Section 11, WE perform 
u sequentiul tezltiny procedure to exunrine the 
validity of the two 8rawrh madels. The tint step 
is to test the number of (ntsehuntic) colnteyratiny 

IlSllCS tfl / / I t !  b l l l l / C d  SIt1IP.V: ~ t I h l h l /  TilIlt'S /rJ 

( A X , - l , . , , , A X  -,,tl,l)'und Z,,, 1 X, 
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relationships ( r )  and to estimate these cointegrat- 
ing relationships. For the US data used in this 
study, the trace and maximum eigenvalue test sta- 
tistics for various hypotheses are reported in Table 
I .  For the hypothesis of no cointegration, the trace 
test statistic is 67.29 and so the null hypothesis is 
rejected even at a significance level of I per cent. 
On the other hand, the hypothesis of r S I is not 
rejected at any conventional level of significance. 
We therefore conclude that r = I .  The same con- 
clusion is obtained if the maximum eigenvalue 
tests are used. Based on the conclusion that the 
cointegrating rank is I ,  the cointegrating relation- 
ship is represented as: 

where the coefficient of I ny, has been normalized 
10 be I .  

The evidence on the cointegrating rank is unfa- 
vourible to the strong form of the endogenous 
growth model, and to a11 cases except case 2 
(which includes cases 2(a). 2(b) and 2(c)) of the 

case 2(c) of the exogenous growth model. In 
Theorem 2 of Johansen (1994). tests of restric- 
tions on the cointegnting coefficients are derived. 
In contrast to the cointegnting rank tests, the 
asymptotic distribution of the test statistic for a 
hypothesis on the cointegnting coefficients is 
standard. For the above-mentioned hypothesis, the 
likelihood-ratio test statistic is found to be 23.94. 
Therefore, the hypothesis of P I  + p, + p3 = 0 
and p., = 0 is rejected even at a significance level 
of I per cent, and the cointegnting coefficients 
cannot be represented in this parsimonious 
manner. Combining all the above evidence, there 
is only one (normalized) stochastic cointegrating 
relationship, which is given by: 

( 19) Iny ,  - 0.43 Ink, - 0.1 I Ins, - 0.0008r 

This estimated cointegntion relationship is con- 
sistent with case 2(c) of the exogenous growth 
model but is inconsistent with the endogenous 
growth model and other cases of the exogenous 
growth model. 

exogenous growth model. The second step of our 
procedure is to test hypotheses on the (stochastic) Iv E s ( h ~ & s  of h e  Er1erfl@V Ef/L.Crs due lo 
cointegrating coefficients. I t  can be observed that Public hfrustructure and Privute Cupitul 
the weak form of the endogenous growth model In this section. we continue our empirical anal- 
and cases ?(a) and 2(b) of the exogenous growth ysis but we focus on the interpretation of the esti- 
models imply the common restrictions of p, + p l  mated coefficients. In particular, we examine the 
+ p3 = 0 and p4 = 0. We therefore test these issues associated with the estimation of the exter- 
restrictions against the alternative hypotheses of nality effect due to public infrastructure and 

TABLE 1 
Slochusric. Coinlr~mrion Test Rrsulls 

Maximum Likelihood Estimates Tnce Test Statistics Maximum Eigenvalue Test for Linear Restrictions 
of the Cointegrating Vectors Test Statistics (Conditional on r= I )  

0.43 0.11 0.0008 67.29 15.64 1.91 51.65 13.73 1.91 23.94 

0.001 1.04 0.001 
*** *** *** 

Notes: 
( I )  The number of lag terms is chosen as 2 according to the Schwm Information Criterion. The regression equations 

( 2 )  Only the first two cointegrating vectors are reported, and the vectors are normalized so that P I  = 1. 
(3) Critical values for the hypotheses about cointegnting rank can be found in Table V of Johansen (1994). For 

example, the critical value of the Trace Test Statistic at 5% significance level is 42.35 for r = 0, 25.43 for r 
I and 12.49 for r S 2, and the critical value of the Maximum Eigenvalue Test Statistic at 5% significance level 
is 25.44 for r = 0, 19.16 for r S I and 12.49 for r S 2. 

run from 1927 to 1989. 

(4) The test statistic for H,: p, + pz + p3 = 0 and p4 ,= 0 is Chi-square distributed with 2 degrees of freedom. 
(5) The symbols *, **  and *+* represent statistical significance at 10%. 5% and I %  respectively. 
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private capital from aggregate time-series data. 
The analysis of Section 11 suggests that we need 
to pay mention to at least two issues. First, there 
may be more than one cointegnting vector. This 
is seen in the strong form of the endogenous 
growth model and case 1 of the exogenous growth 
model. When there are two or more cointegrating 
relationships. the interpretation of the estimates 
(especially those in single-equation regressions) 
has to be carefully examined. The second issue is 
that even when there is just one cointegrating 
vector, the estimated coefficients may simply 
reflect a reduced form relationship and may not 
necessarily have structural interpretation. This is 
seen in cases 2(a) and 2(b) of the exogenous 
growth model. Fortunately for our empirical 
results. there is only one cointegrating relation- 
ship; moreover, the weak form of the endogenous 
growth model and cases 2(a) and 2(b) of the exog- 
enous growth model are rejected. With these sta- 
tistical results and the guide of the time-series 
properties in Section 11, it is more confident to 
conclude that the estimates obtained in ( 19) reflect 
production parameters of the aggregate economy. 

On the premise that the estimated coefficients 
i n  (19) have structural interpretation, we further 
examine the externality effect due to public infra- 
structure and private capital. First of all, it can be 
concluded that we cannot estimate all five para- 
meters (a 2., 8, y and $) since there are only three 
estimated coefficients (p2, p3 and B4).* The intu- 
ition is that the estimates of an aggregate produc- 
tion relationship may reflect the combined results 
of different phenomena such as the externality and 
the congestion effects. Nevertheless, a further 
look suggests that we can still estimate separately 
the elasticity of output with respect to public 
infrastructure (8) and the average rate of techno- 
logical progress (y). This is because from combin- 
ing (2') and ( I  8), we have: 

a + 1 - (h  + e )$  = -pz (20) 

e = -p3 

Therefore, the estimate of 8 is given by (21) and 

is why the congestion effect is specified to be 
the same for both private and public capid; see equa- 
tion (3). Such specification, while allowing less flexi- 
bility, imposes some discipline in the estimates of the 
externality effect due to private capital, as will be seen 
in this section. 

the estimate of y is. after combining (20) to (22). 
given by: 

(23) 

According to the estimates of (19). y is calculated 
as 0.001 7 and 8 is 0.1 I .  As mentioned in the intro- 
duction, the magnitude of the estimated elasticity 
of output with respect to public capital in  
Aschauer's (1989) study of US data is in the 
neighbourhood of 0.4. Similar magnitude is found 
in other studies using aggregate US data: see 
Table 2 of Munnell ( 1992). Interestingly, Otto and 
Voss's (1994) estimate of the elasticity of output 
with respect to public capital in Australian data 
from 1969 to 1989 is also about 0.4. Our estimate 
of the elasticity of output with respect to public 
capital in the US data based on a multivariate sto- 
chastic cointegntion method is smaller than the 
estimates obtained in these studies using single- 
equation regression methods. 

The remaining three parameters a, h and @ 
cannot be estimated separately by the aggregate 
production function approach. Essentially. the 
estimated elasticity of (aggregate) output with 
respect to (aggregate) private capital is affected 
by the elasticity of output with respect to private 
capital in the individual level (a). the externality 
effect due to private capital (A) and the congestion 

TABLE 2 
Errernaliry Effect due 10 Private and Public Cupiral 

~~ ~ ~~ 

Imposed Value of Estimated Value of 

B a e 7 A. 

0 0.33 0.1 I 0.0017 0.10 
0.33 0.33 0.1 I 0.0017 0.20 
0.5 0.33 0.1 I 0.0017 0.31 
I - 0.1 I 0.0017 - 

Notes: 
Combining (20) and (2 I ), A. is calculated according 

to A = i f O S $ <  I .  -i3: -p,4 - a 
1 -&I 
- 7  

When 0 = 1, it can be seen from (20). or more 
intuitively from (2) and (3). that A. cannot be iden- 
tified. In this case, combining (20) and (21) leads 
to an estimated (not imposed) value of a = -pz 
-p3. = 0.54. which is higher when compared to 
previous studies. 
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Parameter ((I), as can be observed from (20).9 At 
this point. it may be concluded that there are some 
limitations in the aggregate production function 
approach. Despite these limitations, we still want 
to draw as much inference as possible from the 
empirical estimates by relying on information 
obtained in previous studies. Among these three 
parameters. a has been estimated as about one- 
third in  many studies such as those relying on the 
share of capital income, and this value has also 
been used in many calibration studies. On the 
other hand, there is not much consensus about the 
range of value of A or $. Parameter k, which 
measures the spillover effect of private capital, is 
more interesting from the perspective of the recent 
endogenous growth literature. We therefore 
provide estimates of k by taking a as 0.33 and by 
assuming different possible values of $, The esti- 
mates of h under different possibilities are sum- 
marized in Table 2. Specifically. we focus on two 
values of (I which correspond to meaningful eco- 
nomic interpretation of the congestion effect. The 
first case is when 4 = a = 0.33, which corre- 
sponds to the assumption that congestion is caused 
by production. Under this assumption. h is esti- 
mated to be 0.20. On the other hand, when (I = 
0, i.e. congestion is related to the size of popula- 
tion, the estimate of is 0.10. While the above 
discussion cautions us  about the reliability of the 
value of A estimated from an aggregate production 
function approach. it is interesting to point out that 
the conclusion of a positive h is robust so long as 
estimated coefficient -B3 is non-negative and 
estimated coefficient -pz (0.43) is larger than a, 
as can be deduced from note I in Table 2. There- 
fore, while we are uncertain about the precise 
value of (0 and therefore that of k, our results 
suggest a positive spillover effect due to physical 
capital. This result is different from the conclusion 
of Benhabib and Jovanovic (1991) that for regres- 
sion results with data on output and inputs, there 
is no support for the hypothesis that the external- 
ity effect due to physical capital is significantly 
positive. 

Summing up, even though we cannot estimate 
all parameters from an aggregate production func- 
tion approach when a flexible specification 
including h and (I is used, the elasticity of output 
with respect to public infrastructure and the rate 

9Another parameter 8, the externality effect due to 
public infrastructure, also appears in (20). However, this 
does not cause extra problems since it can be identified 
according to (21). 

of technological progress can be estimated sepa- 
rately. In particular, the externality effect due to 
public infrastructure is estimated to be 0. I I .  On 
the other hand, the externality effect due to private 
capital cannot be obtained unless prior informa- 
tion for other parameters is used. Bearing in mind 
that the reliability of the estimates may be ques- 
tionable, we provide a range of estimated exter- 
nality effects due to private capital. When the 
share of capital income is assumed to be 0.33, the 
externality effect due to private capital is esti- 
mated to be 0.10 if congestion is related to the 
size of population, but the estimate is 0.20 if con- 
gestion is related to production. 

V Conclusion 
In this paper, we examine whether economic 

growth is generated endogenously or exoge- 
nously, and estimate the externality effects due to 
private and public capital respectively by incor- 
porating public capital in a conventional produc- 
tion function framework. A distinguishing feature 
of this paper is the use of time-series properties 
of theoretical growth models in guiding the choice 
of empirical framework and the interpretation of 
estimated coefficients. 

A VAR system of per capita output, private 
capital and public infrastructure, and a linear time 
trend is adopted as it  encompasses both endoge- 
nous and exogenous growth models with public 
infrastructure. Applying the multivariate stochas- 
tic cointegration testing procedure of Johansen 
( 1994) to the US data from 1925 to 1989, it is 
found that there is one (stochastic) cointegrating 
relationship. Testing of the cointegrating coeffi- 
cients further suggests that the hypothesis of 
endogenous growth is rejected and the estimated 
coefficients reflect structural rather than reduced 
form relationship. The estimated elasticity of 
output with respect to public capital from this sto- 
chastic cointegntion approach is 0. I 1. smaller in 
magnitude when compared to typical values 
obtained in previous production function studies 
using aggregate time-series data. On the other 
hand, if the share of capital income is taken to be 
one-third, then the externality effect due to private 
capital is positive but may be as low as 0.10. 

This paper also contributes to the methodolog- 
ical aspects of the public infrastructure debate by 
suggesting that multivariate stochastic cointegra- 
tion analysis is an appropriate time-series method 
in estimating aggregate production function, and 
by demonstrating that only under certain condi- 
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tions can we be confident that the estimation coef- 
ficients have structural interpretation. 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix. we derive the cointegnting rela- 
tionships in the stochastic growth models discussed in 
Section I1 under the conditions for exogenous steady 
stategrowth(y> Oanda  + (A + 8)(1 - 0 )  < I)and 
when at least one external impulse process is /(I). To 
facilitate subsequent analysis. we first derive the follow- 
ing relationships based on equations ( 12) to ( 14): 

In?, - Ink, = [ I  - [ a  + ()c + 8)(1 - O)lEl- l  
( ( I  - B)lne:- [ I  - [ a  + )c - (5 + e)ei 
- eBtine:+ e(i - ~ ) i n e f ]  

in!, - ins, = [ I  - [ a  + (1 + e)(i - ~p)]e)-l 

((I  - B)lne:- [ a  + 1 - (1 + 8161 ( 1  - B )  
In€:+ ( ( I  - 8 )  - [ a  + )C - (A + e)+i~~inef) 
In!, - [ a  + A - (A  + e )@) lnk ,  - elns, 
= [ I  - a - (A  + 8)(I - $ ) I F  + Ine, 

Notice that the constant term is suppressed above, and 
the last equation can also be derived from (2'). 
Case I: 9,e  external impulse process is I( I )  
(a) Ine , is I( I): Both In?, - Ink, and Iny, - Ins, are 
40). 
(b) Ine ,IS /(I): Iny, - Ins, is I(0) and Inv, - [ a  + A 
- (1 + Q)$]lnk, - Blns, is trend stationary. 
(c) Ine, is /(I): Iny, - Ink, is I(0) and Iny, - [a + 
A - (1 + 8)011nk, - 8lns, is trend stationary. 
Case 2: Two external impulse processes are I( I )  
(a) InePand lneKare /(I): Iny, - Ins, is I(0). 

(c) InEfand Ine/are /(I): Iny, - [ a  + A - (A  + 8) 
+]Ink, - @ I n s ,  is trend stationary. 
Case 3: All three external impulse processes are I( I ) .  
The three variables Iny,. Ink, and Ins, are not 
cointegnted. 

P 

(b) Ine b and IneJarc /(I): Iny, - Ink, is I(0). 
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